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e kick off 2019 with the hope that
this year, all children and their
families are given support and care
when they need it most.
For families confronted with the life
changing experience of having a child
with a life-threatening condition, every moment
matters. Whether they are the first moments,
the last moments or all the unknown moments
in between; we know we cannot take away
their pain, but we can help them find their hope.
Hope in the moments they have remaining
and hope in the future.
As a supporter of Very Special Kids, you make
this hope possible.
In my time at Very Special Kids, I’ve found
that hope can appear in the most unexpected
and unfathomable of moments. It’s often
during times of deepest heartbreak, or grief
that families find hope. As CEO of Very Special
Kids I hope we can help our children and families
find moments of hope every day.
Our Very Special Kids Hospice has been
providing hope, respite and care for over
23 years. The time has now come to grow
our hospice, as the need for support, respite
and care for children with life-threatening
conditions has never been greater.
Thanks to a significant $7.5 million
Commonwealth grant from the Coalition
Government, we can now begin the
redevelopment of the hospice. The new facility
will ensure we can meet changing needs
and support families long into the future.
We are so grateful for everything the Very
Special Kids Hospice has given our children
and families over the years, and we look
forward to what this next phase will mean
for those we care for.
Although this generous government funding
has secured the first phase of the hospice
redevelopment, our focus continues
to be on how we can support the families
in our care today. Every moment is an unknown
for our families and we continue to rely heavily
on the generosity of the community to ensure
we can be there for families in need,
in the moments that matter most.
We know we could not do any of this without
you, thank you for your compassion.
Together we can change lives, provide hope
and ensure no moment is missed.
Michael Wasley
CEO, Donor, Dad
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Have you ever stopped and imagined what it might be like
for a parent to hear the words ‘your child is going to die’.
Have you wondered what those earth shattering, heartbreaking,
incomprehensible words might do to them physically, emotionally,
mentally? I have not experienced this, but in over 13 years
of working as a Family Support Practitioner at Very Special
Kids I have supported countless families who have.

By Angela Flood, Family
Support Practitioner
at Very Special Kids

But hope is in fact everywhere…
•

Hope that the doctors have

•

•

•

•

•

Hope that their child will not suffer
in the dying process and their death
will be a peaceful one.

Hope that others around them will
understand that they are changed
forever by the loss of their child,
and that sometimes the pain will
be as raw as it was the day those
words were first spoken and the
day they watched their child die.

Hope that they will have
the support they need for them,
their child and their other children
as they face the unimaginable.

Hope that after the death of their
child they will be able to survive, that
the heartbreak whilst a forever heart
break will not take them as well,
hope that they will be able to go on.

Hope that whatever time they
might have left with their child
is full of wishes and dreams that
come true – squeezing meaningful
moments of life into whatever
time they have been estimated
or promised to have.

Hope that their final goodbye
is one that honours them in the
way they deserve and in a way
that brings some sense of comfort
to those around them.

it all wrong – the diagnosis,
the prognosis, the doom and
gloom – they must be wrong, right?

Hope in the context of those six words ‘your child is going to die’.
Where is the hope in that I hear you wonder?
We often hear phrases like ‘there is no hope’, or that the situation
is ‘hopeless’. These phrases only lead to a sense of defeat, failure
and for some guilt, that they have been unable to save their child.

•

that maybe their child may be the
next recipient of a miracle. That
the latest trial, research or medical
discovery will save their child.

•

Working with so many families
facing this difficult journey
has taught me a lot about the
importance and the power of hope.

Hope that miracles happen and

•

As a Family Support
Practitioner I believe
a significant part of the
role we play at Very
Special Kids is about
helping families find hope.
This hope may change
over the course of their
journey, but ultimately
hope is what allows them
to get out of bed each
day and face not only
their child’s life and death
battle, but their own battle
of grief and loss.

Hope that their child will not
be forgotten, that their name
will be spoken and that the legacy
they left behind will continue
to influence those touched
by their life and their existence.

By helping parents find hope
in a sensitive and timely manner,
we are not diminishing their pain
or playing down the loss they
are faced with, but we are empowering
them to find their reason for going on.
We are empowering them to still feel
like they can make a difference to how
their child’s remaining days may be.
I have born witness to hope in various
situations that remain encoded
in both my head and my heart.

Very Special Kids News
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For over 23 years, you
have helped our hospice
become what it is today.

Liberal candidate for Higgins Katie Allen, Michael Wasley, The Hon Kelly O’Dwyer MP
and Sister Margaret Noone AM IBVM with 3D model of proposed Very Special Kids Hospice.

GREATER SUPPORT
BY REBUILDING VERY
SPECIAL KIDS HOSPICE
A life-changing upgrade to provide greater services, greater support
and greater security well into the future
Established in 1996, Very Special Kids Hospice
became the first paediatric hospice to open
in Australia and today remains the only
children’s hospice in Victoria.
To ensure we can continue to provide
the highest level of care and support
for children with life-threatening
conditions and their families now
and into the future, Very Special Kids
has decided to rebuild and grow
our children’s hospice. The need
for support, respite and end-of-life
care for children with terminal
illnesses has never been greater.
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Thanks to a significant $7.5 million
Commonwealth grant from the
Coalition Government, we are in
a position to make our vision become
a reality by providing better support
to children with complex medical
needs well into the future.

The grant will help build a world-class
hospice with state-of-the-art and
best practice clinical facilities to better
support children of every age, size,
nationality and functional capability.
The facility will offer more specialised
services for children as well as
a semi-private space for adolescents
to better respect their maturity
and desire for independence.
As the number of families accessing
the hospice for end-of-life care
increases, their needs will be
met by expanding the private
area for end-of-life care, both
pre and post death.

It will allow for greater privacy,
respecting a family’s final wishes
for their child.
As part of the project scope, we are
currently reviewing and researching
the interim model of care for children
and families we support during the
project rebuild. The project is not
expected to begin until late 2020 and
our number one priority will always
be to ensure children and families
receive the support they need.

Without significant funding from the
Coalition Government, this project
could never happen, as well as the
generous ongoing support of Chain
Reaction Challenge Foundation, new
partner Victoria Racing Club and our
community of loyal supporters who
help us make an impact year after year.
Because of your support, we are
grateful to be in a position where we
can evaluate and improve our services,
and this project represents the single
most important service improvement

Over the past 23 years, you have made these
moments possible:
•

•

•

•

Original site

Provided specialist medical care and symptom
management to thousands of children with complex
care needs and terminal illnesses.
In our first year of the hospice we had less than
40 families access the facility. Today we care
for over 900 families.
Grow our team to 56 hospice volunteers, 27 nurses,
20 personal care workers, 4 on-call doctors
and 1 Chief Medical Officer.
Thousands of one on one and group art, music,
physio and child life therapy sessions creating joy,
special memories and priceless keepsakes.

1996 hospice
development

in the history of the hospice. It will have
a significant and long term impact
on the future of Very Special Kids.
Although this generous government
funding has secured the first phase
of the hospice redevelopment,
our focus is on how we can
continue to support children
and families currently in our care.
We are thankful for your support in
helping grow the hospice and allowing
us to make a significant investment
towards the future of Very Special Kids.

Our hope for the future of the hospice:
•

Introduce new medical technologies and improve
the level of clinical care.

•

Provide discreet adolescent spaces to better
accommodate their maturity.

•

Better support for children with behavioural complexities.

•

Enhance end-of-life care to respect families final wishes.

•

Increase therapies provided to children during their stay.

•

Ensure the hospice is fit for purpose for the next 20 years.

Very Special Kids News
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Special Dates
WALK FOR PHIL
Saturday 27 April, 5.45am to 2pm
8km or 24km walk from Moonee Valley
via Flemington to Caulfield Racecourse
followed by a celebration lunch.

The ultimate reaction
Chain Reaction is the ultimate corporate
bike challenge that raises money for sick
children by challenging senior executives
who have a passion for cycling and
an awareness of their corporate social
responsibilities, to ride a 1,000 plus
kilometre course in 7 days.

AUTUMN CLASSIC
Friday 17 May, 7am to 11.30am
Grounds of Very Special Kids, Malvern
A virtual cycling race where teams
compete on an indoor trainer.

24 HOUR TREADMILL
CHALLENGE
Friday 24 May to Saturday 25 May,
9am to 9am
Grounds of Very Special Kids, Malvern
Brings over 1,000 participants together
to keep treadmills in continuous motion
for 24 hours.

The Victoria Ride took place on the 9-15 March
with cyclists riding from Sydney to Melbourne
and have raised over $1.07 million dollars to support
the Very Special Kids Hospice redevelopment
as well as the work of the Starlight Foundation.
Chain Reaction were the real catalyst for kick
starting the hospice upgrade project enabling
the engagement of experts, health designers
and researchers to produce high level upgrade
options and outcomes. Having been a charity
partner since 2014, we value our long standing
partnership and are thankful for Chain Reaction
Challenge Foundation’s ongoing generous support.

A win for the kids
In partnership with Victoria Racing Club (VRC) and the Melbourne
Cup Carnival, Very Special Kids is proud to be the Pin & Win
charity partner for 2019.
Pin & Win is the VRC’s flagship
annual charity fundraiser and
all sales of the Lexus Melbourne
Cup souvenir pins will go to Very
Special Kids supporting the rebuild
of our children’s hospice.

VRC Chief Executive Officer Neil
Wilson said “the VRC is proud
to partner with Very Special Kids
for the first time and we encourage
everyone who enjoys the Melbourne
Cup Carnival to purchase a pin
to support this charity and its
important work caring for children
with life-threatening conditions
and their families.”
The Kiefer family are just one of
the families that will benefit from
the hospice upgrade. 11-year-old
Alannah Kiefer suffers from an
undiagnosed genetic syndrome
and Developmental Epileptic
Encephalopathy which is a
refractory epilepsy. Because
of her condition Alannah requires
24-hour care for all her medical
and personal needs.

Kids Hospice several times
a year to help them cope.
“Having a child with such high
care needs can be exhausting.
This time allows us some extended
rest periods and an opportunity
to do things with our son that
are otherwise difficult. We are able
to relax, knowing that Alannah
is being cared for by experienced
nurses and having fun.”

The Pin & Win campaign
will commence in early
September, with pins
available at Flemington
and a range of retail outlets.

Parents Caroline and Chris Kiefer
access respite through Very Special

Want to gain experience
working at large events?
Very Special Kids is now

FOOTY FEVER DEBATE
LUNCH

recruiting individual and
corporate volunteers for many

Friday 2 August, 12.30pm to 3.30pm
Atlantic Group, Docklands
A corporate lunch featuring footballers
and celebrities engaging in a hilarious
and heated debate.

exciting and rewarding events
throughout the year, including
the Melbourne Cup Carnival.

Please email:

volunteering@vsk.org.au
TO GET INVOLVED AND HELP
SUPPORT VERY SPECIAL KIDS
VISIT VSK.ORG.AU/EVENTS

to express your interest today!
Chain Reaction riders share a special morning with kids at Very Special Kids Hospice.

Alannah and Caroline Kiefer enjoy a day at Flemington Racecourse.
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MY NAME IS

Ace
7
1ST GRADE

I AM
SEVEN

I can’t wait for...
The Very Special Kids
Christmas Party!

VERY SPECIAL KIDS HOSPICE:

The liberty swing and
when the animals visit.

YEARS OLD

My best friend is:

Nicki

I LOVE:

MY FAVOURITE THING AT

I

Reading
Swimming
Going on horse rides

My brother

when dad

Atticus

reads me books and we play.

I

my mum

we do everything together.

Mum says:
I inspire
everyone
around me.

Indigo

& my sister

are

THE BEST
MY
SUPERPOWER

03 9804 6222

321 Glenferrie Road Malvern 3144

mail@vsk.org.au
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My smile
makes
you smile.

ABN: 86 109 832 091

